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Sir started the session with celebrations of 75th Independence Day of India. Sir also shared about
the sacrifices of the freedom fighters who gave away their life for this freedom. Sir also asked
people to break the shackles of negativity and fly high and achieve their dreams. Sir said that this
21 days program will instill their lives with happiness and joy. Sir gave a brief about The Magic
Of Thinking Rich Workshop. Sir shared the back story about how this workshop began and what
was the idea behind this workshop.

Sir shared his personal anecdotes from the year 2018. Sir also shared the story behind the
thought

“When You Support The World Selflessly, The Whole Universe Supports You Endlessly”



Sir shared the anecdotes from the life of our Chief Guest Mr. Anand Kumar Sir (Founder
Super 30)

Sir also shared about the experience of people who have attended the previous 3 seasons of this
workshop, people who have shared their testimonials, how they were able to create miracles in
their lives by working on their thoughts and mindset after attending this free workshop. Sir
shared the example of Gold Medalist Olympian from India, Mr Neeraj Chopra. How he would
have worked tirelessly for 15 years for this performance. He would have sacrificed a lot to
achieve this feat. Sir also shared how achievers are different from common people. How, their
thoughts are entirely different and how dedicated they are towards their goals. On 31 December,
every year, lacs of people make resolutions to change themselves but within a week of that
resolution, they break it. Why does it happen? Sir also said that due to the conflict between the
conscious and subconscious mind people fail to achieve heights in their lives.

Sir said that this workshop will help people resolve the conflict between the conscious and
subconscious mind. Sir also shared how a thought can change their entire life for good. A
celebration of “The Magic Of Thinking Rich” Anthem took place in the workshop.

Sir shared an inspirational story on the importance of good intention and strong will power.
Watch the video to know the story and understand its lesson. Sir shared that thousands of people
are in businesses, jobs, etc and they are living a life of monotony. People are excited on Friday’s
but scared of Monday’s because people are not doing what they are doing out of love for that job
but to earn their livelihood. The moment people start loving their job, everything will change.
The jobs that are providing for their families expenses deserve the respect.

Why do 1% people have the 99% of the Earth’s money and why the remaining 1% money is for
99% of the population. What is the difference between that 1% and the remaining 99% people.
How do those 1% people break their negative thoughts, if any. Sir shared an anecdote about a
train vendor and the conversation he had with Sir. Watch the video to listen to the interesting
conversation. Sir advised him to change the way he spends his time by listening to the useless
videos and start investing his time on reading useful articles and watching useful videos.

A shift from Entertainment to Education will bring about the necessary change. Sir also shared
about the book written by Dr. Stephen Covey. Sir shared a story about a wood cutter. Watch the
video to listen to the interesting story.

Input >>> Process >>> Output

Sir shared this rule and explained it to the audience. Whatever you input in your mind, will get
processed and the output will be according to the input. Sir shared the example of a Computer,
whatever we input, gets processed in the CPU and the relevant output flashes on the computer
screen. That is why it’s important to ensure the quality of the input to change the output. Sir,



shared some really interesting anecdotes, on how the words you use, changes your life. Watch
the video to listen to the anecdotes. With ordinary inputs, the output can never be extraordinary.

Sir said that, Work on your roots to change the fruits. Sir shared a story about a squirrel. Watch
the video to listen to the interesting, inspirational story and understand its learning. Sir also said,
Don’t Take Life Seriously. Watch the video to understand why Sir gave this statement and
explained this with an interesting story. Sir shared numerous stories and anecdotes to explain the
above statement.

Sir shared the life story of Super 30 Founder Mr Anand Kumar Sir, how a man can change his
life and also the society with a strong will power and positive mindset. Sir welcomed our Chief
Guest for the workshop, Honorable Anand Kumar Sir.

Our honorable Chief Guest Mr Anand Kumar Sir shared numerous anecdotes from his personal
life to inspire people. Watch the video to listen to the inspiring stories and anecdotes. Sir Anand
Kumar, shared his personal life stories from his college days. He began teaching from August
15th 1993, exactly 29 years ago from Ramanujan School Of Mathematics from a batch of 10
students. How when he was teaching the students for free, what challenges he had to face. How
he grew as an individual during this journey as a teacher. Anand Sir said to people to devise a
plan for next 10 years, day wise plan and you will be surprised to see the results and how you
could achieve what you pin your mind on. How his father inspired him to think big and think
rich. He also shared a story from his personal life, how he met one of his seniors who had studied
in Russia and asked him about the level of Mathematics in Russia. He was eager to learn
Mathematics from Russian books because their level of difficulty was way more than Indian
Mathematics books. How he travelled to Banaras Hindu University to study periodicals on
Mathematics because he wanted to raise his understanding of Mathematics, how he wrote
journals during his days as a student and how his work was published in elite foreign
universities.

BSR Sir and Anand Kumar Sir shared a very inspirational conversation. Anand Kumar Sir also
shared the importance of setting a big goal that will scare you and motivate you to relentlessly
work to achieve that goal. Sir shared numerous anecdotes from his personal life to inspire the
listeners. Anand Kumar Sir also shared the ways to deal with haters and why they do what they
do?

BSR Sir thanked Anand Kumar Sir for taking out some time from his busy schedule to address
the audience of The Magic Of Thinking Rich Workshop. Also said that the philosophy of

When You Support The World Selflessly, The Whole Universe Supports You Endlessly”

Is the basis of all good things. Two important learning by Anand,



1) Soch aapki badi ho, aur athak prayas ho. (Big Thinking with undeterred relentless effort)

2) Dhairya Rakhna ( Patience)

Jitni raat andheri hai savera utna hi kareeb hoga.

BSR Sir shared how he did not invite any Chief Guest in the previous 3 seasons because he
wanted to invite Honorable Anand Kumar Sir because BSR Sir strongly believes that their
actions are in sync with the philosophy,

“If You Support The World Selflessly, The Whole Universe Supports You Endlessly”

Sir made some important announcements about the Think Rich Gyani Contest.

BSR Sir thanked our sponsors Pinnacle Aqua and Mystery Bakery (Our Gift Partner)

Sir asked everyone to share this workshop with family friends.

Do watch the entire workshop on YouTube Channel CoachBSR.

For latest updated about this workshop,

visit :- http://askbsr.com/freegift

Thanks

Team BSR
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